ABI/INFORM includes over 90 titles with a specific focus on the chemicals industry, including plastics and petrochemicals. Most of these titles are also included in the subset ABI/INFORM Trade and Industry. Over 70 titles have ongoing full text including Chemical Engineering and Chemical Week, reports from Petrosil such as Chemical Explorer and reports on the petrochemicals industry in key countries around the world from Business Monitor International.

A more extensive picture is provided by ProQuest Central, with over 200 titles on chemistry including over 100 scholarly journals. The titles in ProQuest Central but not ABI/INFORM are typically focused on science rather than industry, and include leading scientific publications from Springer such as the Journal of Chemical Ecology.

The subject search and filter option on the Advanced Search Page allows users to find articles and reports on the chemical industry across all content in ABI/INFORM (and/or other subscribed databases). This opens up an extensive range of material from beyond the relatively few titles with a specific subject focus on this area, returning relevant results from other scholarly and trade journals, as well as wire feeds and newspapers. For example, researchers interested in the chemical industry in South America can benefit from South American Business Information’s English-language abstracts of South American business news articles.

- **Key trade publications:** Chemical Week, ICIS Chemical Business, Process Engineering and more
- **Key scholarly journals:** Chemical Engineering
- **Non-periodical content highlights:** Business Monitor International reports on the chemicals or petrochemicals industries for over 50 countries; Chemical Explorer and other reports from Petrosil

For additional information about training materials: http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI